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Abstract
In the last decade, private companies have successfully used crowdsourcing to revolutionise mobility, while public transport companies are still mostly failing to utilise the benefits of crowdsourcing. The application of crowdsourcing in public transport is a new area of academic research, and research on crowdsourcing en route in real-time is missing. This research aims to address this gap, explore opportunities and challenges of this type of crowdsourcing, and conceptualise this phenomenon. The research is based on empirical data collected in five Northern European countries. Our research findings help identify areas where crowdsourcing en route can add value to public transport: new forms of communication, opportunities to communicate with third parties, and improved transit planning and optimisation. Identified challenges are related to behavioural change for users, a need to develop infrastructure to enable crowdsourcing en route, and financial rationalities.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, crowdsourcing has played a salient role in revolutionising mobility. This phenomenon involves specific groups of people in decision-making and production processes (Nash, 2018). The perhaps most well-known application is the navigation service Waze fuelled by data from hundreds of millions of car drivers, helping them to navigate congested cities more efficiently. When applied to public transport, several commercial third-party services are aggregating crowdsourced data today. For instance, the public transport app Moovit tracks users as they are switching between transport modes. Google Maps collect data from tens of millions of contributors as a basis for crowd-based predictions for public transit (Li, 2020). Transit.app informs its users about a vehicle’s current occupancy level in real-time in response to COVID-19 challenges.

In this mobility landscape, public transport companies are still mostly failing to reap the benefits crowdsourcing entails (Nash, 2018). Hence, there is a risk that the benefits of crowdsourcing will not reach Public Transport Agencies (PTAs) and Public Transport Organisations (PTOs) but will remain with the private sector realm.

To date, the application of crowdsourcing in public transport is a new research area and literature addressing this question is limited (Marzano et al., 2019). Some studies focus on crowdsourcing...
applications for modelling passengers’ travel patterns (Cairo et al., 2015; Gustarini et al., 2014; Misra et al., 2014) and using crowdsourced data for geospatial mapping (Haklay and Weber, 2008). However, to the authors’ knowledge, currently, no studies address the phenomenon of crowdsourcing \textit{en route} in real-time (i.e., crowdsourcing used while riding public transport), and conceptual, theoretical works are thus missing. The present research, therefore, aims to contribute to this topic by understanding and conceptualising this phenomenon. In this study, we address the following research questions:

1. \textit{How can crowdsourcing \textit{en route} be conceptualised?}

2. \textit{Which opportunities and challenges does such crowdsourcing entail for public transport companies?}

We applied engaged scholarship research and interviews and collected empirical data in five Northern European countries to answer these research questions. Based on collected empirical data, the authors have generalised and identified potential opportunities, challenges, and ways to solve these challenges. Our findings identify areas where crowdsourcing \textit{en route} can add value to public transport. These are new forms of communication, the opportunity to communicate with third parties, and better transit planning and optimisation. Identified challenges are related to behavioural change for users, a need to develop infrastructure for enabling crowdsourcing \textit{en route}, and financial rationalities that need to be solved. Based on collected data, we conceptualised crowdsourcing \textit{en route} in real-time applied in public transport.

The main contributions and novelty of the present study are: (i) bridging the existing gap in the academic research regarding crowdsourcing \textit{en route}; (ii) extending the taxonomy of crowdsourced activities applied for public transport proposed by Nash (2018) and applying the framework of crowdsourcing by Modaresnezhad et al. (2020) to conceptualise crowdsourcing \textit{en route} in real-time public transport; (iii) providing a comprehensive overview and analysis of not only technical and business opportunities but also challenges related to the use of crowdsourcing \textit{en route} in the public transport; and (iv) discussing possible ways to solve difficulties identified. With this study, we also aim to initiate a discussion of crowdsourcing \textit{en route} in real-time public transport and propose topics for further research.

In the next section, we provide a brief overview of the related academic literature, followed by a description of the used methodology. Subsequently, we present our findings, discuss them, and provide our conclusions.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Crowdsourcing: definition and use in the public transportation and mobility areas

The term “crowdsourcing” first appeared in 2006 (Howe, 2006). Crowdsourcing can be referred to as “a type of participative online activity in which an individual, an institution, a non-profit organisation, or company proposes to a group of individuals of varying knowledge, heterogeneity, and number, via a flexible open call, the voluntary undertaking of a task” (Estellés-Arolas and González-Ladrón-De-Guevara, 2012, p.197). As this paper is focused on public transport, we use terms “a public transport user” and “a passenger” interchangeably.

To date, there is limited academic research on crowdsourcing in public transport. From a theory-building perspective, Nash (2018) proposed a tentative taxonomy of crowdsourced activities applied for public transport companies, which are:

1. Reporting activities allow passengers to provide their suggestions and feedback and report problems to a public transport company, such as reporting a pothole.

2. \textit{Collecting and analysing data} refer to the use of today’s information technologies and solutions that enable public transport actors “to collect, analyse, and interpret data” (Nash, 2018). One example of such initiatives is crowdsourced real-time status information.
3. **Collaborating** represents activities where public transport companies work together with citizens to solve a problem or jointly plan public transit to find and develop solutions aligned with public transport user preferences.

4. **Acting and providing initiatives** encourage citizens to act on public transport and provide a service or create a product, for example, peer-to-peer services.

5. **Intending activities** are related to collecting crowdsourced information on passengers’ intentions, making it possible to offer precisely the services that the customers want. These activities bridge customer qualitative perception of transport service with planned activity, for example, such real-time public transport-like services as Uber Pool or services on demand.

Based on this classification, crowdsourcing can be used in various activities within public transportation, such as planning, service, information, education, etc. However, in this research, we focus on crowdsourcing *en route* in real-time.

Literature addressing questions of crowdsourcing applied in public transport is somewhat limited (Marzano et al., 2019). A few studies have proposed crowdsourcing applications, for example, a mobile service, UnCrowdTPG, allowing users to plan their trips based on the real-time information about the position of vehicles in Geneva (Switzerland) and share their experience of a ride with public transport (Gustarini et al., 2014). Such data could be used to, e.g., better understand and model travel patterns of passengers; individual experience of using public transportation; and assist in designing a more efficient mobility services ecosystem. Another example is using crowdsourced data to identify unscheduled transport networks and plan efficient routes for public transport users based on this data (Cairo et al., 2015). A few studies focus on smartphone sensor data (location and acceleration) in public transport planning (Shin, 2017; Palazzi and Bujari, 2016). These studies open up a discussion about how crowdsourcing could be applied in public transport, which data could be extracted, and which knowledge it could provide.

Articles related to crowdsourcing in other areas discuss the opportunity to collect crowdsourced cycling volume data to predict ridership (for example, Jestico et al., 2016); creating user-generated street maps within the OpenStreetMap project (Haklay and Weber, 2008).

Based on the literature review, we summarise the significant benefits and challenges of crowdsourced data and list them in Table 1.

**Table 1. Benefits and challenges of using crowdsourced data.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Easy to capture and map ridership information and add geospatial and temporal data (Jestico et al., 2016)</td>
<td>- Fitness of crowdsourced data for purposes of data collection (Haklay and Weber, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Possibility to improve and enrich urban analytics (Jestico et al., 2016; Haklay and Weber, 2008)</td>
<td>- Ability to continuously update the information (Haklay and Weber, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Possibility to tailor the service for personal needs and habits and to improve the quality of the service (Misra et al., 2014)</td>
<td>- Quality, accuracy, trustworthiness, and reliability of data and ability to aggregate it (Haklay and Weber, 2008; Mirri et al., 2014; Misra et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Easy to engage people in solving problems in their communities (Misra et al., 2014)</td>
<td>- Recruiting and engaging user participation (Haklay and Weber, 2008; Misra et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Possibility to reduce data collection costs (Misra et al., 2014)</td>
<td>- Evaluating the contribution of users (Haklay and Weber, 2008; Mirri et al., 2014; Misra et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2.2 Public transport data: types of data, its use, findings, research results**

Crowdsourcing is a potential new way to collect data in public transport. Hence, to understand how such data collection could benefit public transport, it is essential to survey how data has been collected
traditionally in public transportation and the advantages and disadvantages of these methods. An overview of traditional data collection methods is provided below.

**Survey data.** For decades, academic research on passenger travel patterns in public transport has focused on identifying dynamics of passengers’ travel patterns and their modelling. Studies of transport surveys involve the analysis of many variables and the use of advanced statistical analyses. Traditionally, these studies have focused on passenger travel patterns, including interconnectivity among routes. However, not all transit types or transit passengers can be observed using surveys (Ceder, 2007). It is only possible to collect a fraction of the passenger population’s travel habits, making extrapolation of such travel surveys rife with insecurities (Ceder, 2007). Another issue with travel surveys is data collection frequency as transit service is offered in a dynamic environment where passenger demand may change rapidly (Ceder, 2007). Finally, passenger surveys are relatively expensive to carry out (Ceder, 2007; Furth and McCollm, 1987).

**Automatic data collection systems (Automatic Fare Collection (AFC), Automatic Counting Systems (ACS), and Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL)).** With the advent of AFC, public transport agencies have been given new travel pattern data collection and processing methods. By the use of such en route technology, data quality has increased, data collection costs have dropped, and perhaps most importantly, the turn-around time between a change in travel pattern and public transport agency knowledge of such a change has decreased (Ceder, 2007; Pelletier et al., 2011). This way, ticketing data from smart cards’ enables analysis of both day-to-day operation and long-term transit planning (Pelletier et al., 2011) by understanding passenger travel patterns over time (Agard et al., 2006; Bagchi and White, 2005). In the short term, these analyses help design more efficient time schedules (Chu et al., 2009; Park and Kim, 2008) and reduce total passenger waiting time (Sun et al., 2014). For long-term planning, these analyses enable more accurate estimations of the travel demand and service adjustments coping with ridership variations and forecasting overall passenger demand (Trépanier and Morency, 2010; Utsunomiya et al., 2006).

The advantages of data provided by smart cards are the possibility of automatically collecting data on all trips, high quality of collected data, and the opportunity to obtain large volumes of data (Bagchi and White, 2004, 2005; Hanft et al., 2016). Among the drawbacks, it is possible to mention a lack of information on the ultimate origin and destination of the trip, trip purpose, passenger’s attitudes towards transport service and its quality, issues identifying individual users, impossibility to identify complex travel chains, and issues related to personal data privacy and security (Bagchi and White, 2004, 2005; Pelletier et al., 2011; Utsunomiya et al., 2006)

With wider penetration of automatic counting systems in vehicles, researchers started using this data in their studies. One example is research by Zhao et al. (2007). The researchers proposed a method for inferring rail passenger trip origin-destination matrices from an origin-only, automatic fare collection system by combining automated counting systems’ data and databases of geographic information systems and database management systems. This approach could be used to replace expensive passenger original destination surveys. Integration of AVL and AFC systems can help identify passengers’ exact travel patterns and connect data on transfers across multiple unlinked trips (Hanft et al., 2016). Finally, a combination of AVL and Automatic Passenger Counting (APC) data can be used for bus dynamic travel time prediction (Shalaby and Farhan, 2004), and better understanding the transit system performance in terms of efficiency, reliability, and service quality (Pi et al., 2018).

**Other data sources.** Public transport companies in transit planning and for passenger travel pattern analysis additionally integrate different sources of information. One example is data from telecom operators. Integration of this data can enable user-oriented planning solutions (Elias et al., 2016). Mobile phone data can be used for passenger pattern analysis (Tettamanti et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2016), prediction of travel behaviour at an individual level (De Sabbata et al., 2009), detection of complex trip chains (Kim et al., 2010; Feng and Timmermans, 2014) and types of trips (Colak et al., 2015). This data may enhance traditional data used for public transit planning and allow performing more granular research on the passenger travel pattern change, for example, by estimating the difference in travel patterns depending on the time of the day, time of the week, or year (Wang et al., 2018). However, the
major challenge is adjusting traditional modelling methods to use mobile phone data (Wang et al., 2018). In addition, new theories and methods for mobile phone data are needed to predict individual travel behaviour (Wang et al., 2018).

A summary of the benefits and challenges of surveyed data collection methods in public transportation are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Benefits and challenges of traditional data collection methods used in public transportation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of data</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Passenger surveys                  | - Available information on passenger satisfaction and perception of the transport service, information on non-users of public services or non-smart-card users (Bagchi and White, 2004)  
  - Available information on trip origin and destination (Bagchi and White, 2004)                                                                 | - Only a limited sample of data (Bagchi and White, 2004; Ceder, 2007)  
  - Low frequency of data collection (Ceder, 2007)  
  - High cost of surveys (Ceder, 2007; Furth and McCollm, 1987)  
  - Manual data collection (Bagchi and White, 2004)  
  - Under-reported data that gets out of date quickly (Shen and Stopher, 2014; Wolf et al., 2001) |
| Automatic data collection systems (AFC, AVL, APC) | - Data is collected automatically (Bagchi and White, 2004)  
  - Automatic systems provide data on all trips (Bagchi and White, 2004)  
  - Data quality is improved by combining trip data with personal data, and large volumes of data become available (Bagchi and White, 2005)  
  - A combination of data from different automatic systems (AVL and APC, AVL and AFC) enables tracking of passenger journeys across multiple unlinked trips (Hanft et al., 2016)  
  - Automatically collected and more complete large datasets replace manual data (Hanft et al., 2016)  
  - Better understanding of passenger travel patterns and re-design of routes (Hanft et al., 2016)                                                                 | - No information on trip purpose, passenger’s attitudes towards transport service and its quality, no info on non-users of public services or non-smart-card users (Bagchi and White, 2004, 2005)  
  - Data does not identify individual users (Bagchi and White, 2005)  
  - The user’s ultimate origin and destination is not provided (Bagchi and White, 2005)  
  - Surveys are needed to verify and confirm analysis based on AFC data and assumptions made (Bagchi and White, 2005)  
  - In the case of AFC, market penetration needs to be sufficient to provide a representative sample of the entire population (Utsunomiya et al., 2006)  
  - Issues related to personal data privacy and security (Pelletier et al., 2011)  
  - A robust transit information system is needed to support the analysis of large volumes of data (Trépanier et al., 2009) |
| Other sources of data              | - Enhancing traditional data used for public transit planning (Wang et al., 2018)  
  - Performing more granular research on the passenger travel pattern change (Wang et al., 2018)                                                                 | - Difficult to adjust traditional modelling methods to make use of mobile phone data (Wang et al., 2018)  
  - A lack of new theories and methods for using mobile phone data to predict individual travel behaviour (Wang et al., 2018)  
  - Unprecedented amounts of data generated by tracking human movement (Wang et al., 2018)  
  - Technical issues when dealing with multiple standards and unstandardised mobile data (Wang et al., 2018)  
  - Issues related to personal data privacy and security (Wang et al., 2018) |

2.3 Research framework

Several researchers (Buechler et al., 2010, Ghezzi et al., 2017; Modaresnezhad et al., 2020) have sought to conceptualise the concept of crowdsourcing. Modaresnezhad et al. (2020) based their conceptual framework for crowdsourcing (see Figure 1) on a structured literature review. The first step in this
The framework is to clarify the domain where crowdsourcing activities take place. It might be both business and non-business field. As such, the model caters for a broad range of organisations, including companies, profit-seeking organisations, non-profit organisations and other institutions such as governmental entities and non-business applications (Modaresnezhad et al., 2020).

2.3.1 **Who?**

The framework further includes activities defining “the strategy, policy and management” (Modaresnezhad et al., 2020), reflected in the model category “Who?”.

*Who initiates the process?* The initiator could be any entity, any type of organisation or institution, or an individual who may use crowdsourcing as a problem-solving mechanism.

*Who benefits from the process?* According to Modaresnezhad et al. (2020), three groups can benefit from crowdsourcing: (i) for-profit companies may use it to meet commercial goals; (ii) the public or communities may benefit from social projects and humanity; (iii) individuals and communities may get mixed benefits ‘(e. g., customers offering suggestions for product improvement can benefit the firm as well as many customers if the idea is valuable to many customers)’ (Modaresnezhad et al., 2020).

*Who performs the task?* For the initiator, it is essential to attract the right crowd to enact the crowdsourcing activity. The crowd, in this case, is “the dynamically formed group of individuals who voluntarily participate in crowdsourcing systems to share their ideas, experiences, knowledge, work, or money” (Zhao and Zhu, 2012). It is also crucial to have good information about the crowd, which is vital for the management and the quality of the process (Modaresnezhad et al., 2020).

One crucial parameter is the source of the crowd. It could be specific communities having specific knowledge and expertise; the general public where anyone can participate; or a combination of both. The diversity and size of the crowd should be considered when planning for tools and resources to store, evaluate, and analyse crowdsourced data. Another key parameter is the level of the crowd’s skill or capabilities needed for problem-solving. Depending on a task to solve, the initiator may need general, specialised, or situational skills.

2.3.2 **Why?**

*Why does the crowd participate in the process?* The question of incentives or motivation for the crowd can be addressed by intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, widely used in psychological theories.
Intrinsic motivation refers to “participants’ inner motives such as natural feelings of competence, satisfaction, or fulfillment” (Modaresnezhad et al., 2020). In this case, an individual may participate in an activity because he finds it enjoyable, fun, engaging, and personally rewarding. Consequently, external motivation to participate is related to external incentives. Such incentives could be a direct or indirect award, monetary compensation, or recognition by others.

The framework incorporates the following categories of motivation: (i) external motivation related to external rewards and monetary compensations; (ii) introjected motivation is about gaining recognition of others; (iii) identified motivation is related to the feeling of greater freedom due to one’s the behaviour to a greater degree is adjusted to one’s personal goals and identity; (iii) integrated motivation is related to “a sense of virtual community where the activities are considered as meaningful and significant” (Modaresnezhad et al., 2020), and (v) intrinsic motivation, such as perceived enjoyment, fun, interests, etc.

When applied to crowdsourcing, examples of external motivation could be direct compensations, such as monetary benefits, a free product, or a small cash prize. Examples of intrinsic motivation are learning, gaining additional knowledge, competence, skill, networking and building personal and professional relationships, enjoyment, etc.

2.3.3 What?

*What is the task?* A clear task definition is essential to identify tasks’ functions, participation modes, and complexity. The crowdsourced need to have precise functions or objectives. It is possible to specify four broad crowdsourcing functions which can be used in different combinations in one crowdsourcing initiative:

(i) Crowd creation, related to “a contribution via a new design, product, concept, or solution” (Modaresnezhad et al., 2020);

(ii) Crowd wisdom, related to “the projects that utilise individuals’ cognition, coordination, and cooperation through internet-mediated technologies” (Modaresnezhad et al., 2020);

(iii) Crowd labour, related to “denotes a contribution via activities that range from simple to specialised tasks” (Modaresnezhad et al., 2020), for example, to test and evaluate, to filter content, translate, rate products, etc.; and

(iv) Crowdfunding, which refers to asking the crowd to invest in different initiatives of individuals or organisations.

A participation mode can be integrative or selective. Integrative participation means that individual contributions need to be combined to be valuable. In contrast, selective crowdsourcing is focused on the set of provided options.

Based on complexity, crowdsourcing tasks can represent three categories: simple, moderate, and complex. Simple tasks are structured tasks “that can be broken into a series of steps” (Modaresnezhad et al., 2020) and have a single acceptable answer, such as tagging images. Moderate tasks have a higher level of complexity, for example, designing a logo or an advertisement. Complex tasks are less structured, require in-depth knowledge and experience, and are hard to evaluate. Examples of such tasks are generating a project idea and forecasting market trends.

2.3.4 How?

*How does the crowd perform the task?* Initiations of crowdsourcing initiative can require a dedicated platform, communication tools (for example, Skype) or cloud-enabled collaborative solutions (for example, Dropbox and Google Drive). The ubiquitous reach of communication and internet-based solutions reduce the threshold to participate in crowdsourcing initiatives around the globe.
3 METHODOLOGY

The findings presented in this paper have been generated from a two-year qualitative approach following engaged scholarship principles (Van de Ven, 2007). More specifically, we worked with two PTAs, one PTO, the Swedish Transport Administration, and a systems supplier. The data generated from this collaboration adhered from full-day workshops, individual interviews with participants, and online meetings. Additionally, we used a complimentary interview study (Ritchie et al., 2013) to triangulate our findings regarding the value of crowdsourced data. The used approach was in-depth semi-structured interviews with appropriate representatives of five public transport companies located in Northern Europe. Public transport in this region is well-developed with dense public transport networks, meaning that it will be easier to make generalisations and comparisons across them regarding the role of crowdsourcing.

The authors have combined the knowledge gained during both engaged scholarship and interview study to identify the benefits, opportunities, and challenges of crowdsourced data for PTAs/PTOs.

3.1 Engaged scholarship

Engaged scholarship is defined as “a participative form of research for obtaining the different perspectives of key stakeholders (researchers, users, clients, sponsors, and practitioners) in studying complex problems” (Van de Ven, 2007, p. 9). While engaged scholarship may be practised in four distinct ways, we opted for collaborative basic research. This strand can be seen as a middle ground between a detached outside view and more interventionist action research. Here, knowledge is co-produced, which enabled us to explore not only how things are but also how they can be (Argyris et al., 1985) leading to richer insights than traditional interviewing typically do (Adler et al., 2009).

The nexus of our engaged scholarship was five organisations within the Swedish public transport industry and concerned the subject of this paper, the use of crowdsourcing en route. Participating organisations included two PTAs (Skånetrafiken and Värmlandstrafik), Keolis, the Swedish Transport Administration (Trafikverket), and Veridict, a systems supplier. The two-year cooperation emerged as results of these actor’s interest in exploring how crowdsourcing en route could be used as a means to improve public transport. The data generated from this collaboration adhered from full-day workshops (where new ideas were explored), individual interviews with participants as well as shorter online meetings every three to four weeks (where particular matters were discussed). Using this data, we were able to map the benefits and barriers to crowdsourcing.

3.2 Interview study

Under the course of our engaged scholarship study, our findings pointed towards travel patterns being the primary benefit of crowdsourcing. However, while our participating organisations provided their view on this matter, we were eager to analyse and quantify the direct and indirect benefits public transport companies would get from more precise information about passenger travel patterns. To this end, we contacted and interviewed public transport companies in Norway (Ruter and Kolumbus), Denmark (Movia), Finland (Helsinki Regional Transport – HSL), and Germany (Public Transport Authority Berlin-Brandenburg – VBB). These PTAs were chain-sampled on the criteria from peers in the industry of being trailblazers in using travel patterns. In addition, and following the recommendations of the interviewed PTAs, we also interviewed a representative from a transportation planning software provider. The list of interviewed companies is provided in Table 3.
Table 3. List of interviewed companies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Organisation</th>
<th>Type of actor</th>
<th>Contacted expert</th>
<th>Interview date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Ruter</td>
<td>Public transport company</td>
<td>Mobility as a Service (MaaS) specialist</td>
<td>18 May 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kolumbus</td>
<td>Public transport company</td>
<td>Head of strategy and development</td>
<td>2 June 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strategic planner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Project manager</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Movia</td>
<td>Public transport company</td>
<td>Expert in passenger data analysis</td>
<td>3 June 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Expert working with new mobility modes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>HSL</td>
<td>Public transport company</td>
<td>Research specialist, an expert in passenger data</td>
<td>17 June 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>collection and analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Public Transport</td>
<td>Public transport company</td>
<td>Expert A from Customer Information Department</td>
<td>9 July 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Authority Berlin-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Expert B from Customer Information Department</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brandenburg (VBB)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Netherlands / the USA</td>
<td>Remix</td>
<td>Transportation planning software provider</td>
<td>Business developer</td>
<td>15 June 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The approach to data collection was in-depth semi-structured interviews with appropriate representatives of these public transport organisations, who are working with public transport planning, data collection, and analysis. In total, we conducted seven (7) interviews, comprising 12 interviewees. The interviews followed a pre-crafted protocol, lasted for approximately 60 minutes, and were recorded and transcribed.

The questions of the interview protocol were formulated based on the research purpose and objectives. Matters discussed during the semi-structured interviews were related to:

- Specifics of transit planning at specific public transport company;
- Possible monetary gains for the public transport company if the passenger location-based information is known and can be used for transit planning;
- Potential indirect benefits for the public transport company if the passenger location-based information is known and can be used for transit planning.

A sample interview protocol is presented in Appendix A.

3.3 Data analysis

To conceptualise crowdsourcing en route in real-time in public transport, we apply the crowdsourcing process framework put forward by Modaresnezhad et al. (2020) and describe Who – Why – What – How activities. The conceptual framework is summarised in Table 4.

To describe the benefits and challenges of crowdsourcing en route in real-time in public transport, we summarise information gained during semi-structured interviews with public transport companies. When analysing interview texts, we sought to identify similarities and differences across responses of different companies. In the next section, we present our findings.
Table 4. Conceptual model (Source: Modaresnezhad et al., 2020).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Who?</th>
<th>Perform</th>
<th>Crowd-source</th>
<th>General public</th>
<th>Specific group</th>
<th>Combination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crowd-skill</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Specialised</td>
<td>Situational</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiate and control</td>
<td>For-profit organisation</td>
<td>Non-profit organisation</td>
<td>Government institute</td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>Combination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why?</td>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>External</td>
<td>Introjected</td>
<td>Identified</td>
<td>Integrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What?</td>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Creation</td>
<td>Wisdom</td>
<td>Labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participation mode</td>
<td>Integrative</td>
<td>Selective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How?</td>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>Self-designed</td>
<td>Third-party platform</td>
<td>Communication/collaboration tools</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 FINDINGS

We extended our findings gained during the engaged scholarship research with the help of exploratory interview study to probe: (i) which PTAs/PTOs use data for transit planning; (ii) if PTAs/PTOs have data about a travel chain between points A, B, and C, and what value has such information; (iii) what are benefits of crowdsourced data for public transport companies; and (iv) what are the challenges.

4.1 Data used for transit planning

As a starting point, we sought to understand which data PTAs/PTOs are currently using for transit planning purposes. Our findings are presented below.

Survey data. A passenger survey allows a more precise gathering of information about passenger patterns. Among our respondents, HSL arranges an extensive travel survey, a travel diary survey, once in five years on average. This survey provides information on trips between different areas and about the market share of different transport modes. Germany has quite strict regulations regarding personal data protection. For this reason, passenger surveys are one of the essential information sources on passenger patterns for VBB. The survey is arranged every 2-3 years and provides information about the entire travel chain: how people got to the first stop, from where they are departing, and where they are going.

Some companies (Kolumbus and HSL) mentioned that they consider customer feedback when planning routes. For example, HSL uses different methods to gain information and feedback on the plans, such as a map-based questionnaire, blogs, etc.

Automatic data collection systems. Ticketing data from the AFC system is one of the core sources of information used for transit planning by all interviewed companies. For most companies (Ruter, Kolumbus, HSL, and VBB), this data only provides statistics about the starting point of a journey, where the passengers check-in (i.e. pay for their trip or board on the vehicle). Movia uses a system where passengers are required to both check-in and check out. This ticketing validation process means that Movia can follow the customer’s entire journey from A to B and C. VBB implemented a similar check-in/check-out system; however, due to strict privacy regulations, they could not make use of this valuable data.

However, travel smart cards are just one type of ticket, such as mobile ticketing apps and single paper tickets. Availability of alternative tickets affects the quality of data provided by smart travel cards. For example, HSL has mentioned that in recent years, it has deteriorated, mainly because more passengers switch to mobile ticketing solutions. Currently, only between 40 and 50 per cent of Movia passengers use smart travel cards (Rejsekort), while the remaining passengers use other types of tickets (paper-based, mobile ticketing, etc.).
We have perhaps better statistics on single trips with the Rejsekort. Outfashioned monthly passes on paper, single tickets, app-based tickets are not check-in/check-out (Movia).

We have a number of tickets bought, but we do not necessarily know where they have been bought and on which line they have been used. We get this information from the HSL cards. But more and more people are changing to mobile tickets, and the quality of passenger boarding data is getting worse and worse (HSL).

Approximately about 85% of all tickets that are sold are monthly or yearly subscriptions. Most of them, in recent times, were sold as paper tickets with no chance to track them at all. We have been changing that and migrating monthly and yearly tickets to smart cards (VBB).

Moreover, some companies (Kolumbus and HSL) mentioned combining travel card data with account-based ticketing (passenger account) data for transit planning. However, it needs to be said that the popularity of mobile ticketing solutions negatively affects the quality of ticketing data provided by smart travel cards.

All interviewed companies are using ACSs on vehicles. These systems allow PTAs and PTOs to know the numbers of passengers travelling on a specific vehicle.

We know where people go on and off. We know huge clusters. Today, the most are from our automatic counting from our vehicles (Ruter).

Today, all buses driving for Kolumbus have a passenger counting system. This gives us general but quite good information about how full the bus is, how many are entering at each stop, and how many are exiting at each stop. But we do not know who is travelling between the stops nor the travel patterns (Kolumbus).

[With the help of an automatic counting system] “we have been very good at knowing how many people used a given line from a given bus stop at a certain time” (Movia).

“The VBB already uses sensors of automatic passenger counting systems on almost all vehicles. However, this data is not evaluated in real-time, but rather post-processed” (VBB).

Representatives of HSL have mentioned that they use previous year run-time data of buses for each route to plan timetables for the coming year.

Other data sources. Several companies use available open statistical data. For example, planners at Movia use existing e-metrics borrowed from a National Transport Model as underlying assumptions. These e-metrics describe in a comprehensive way how people travel between different zones. Census data is used at Ruter and Kolumbus. Also, planners at Kolumbus use statistical data on the concentration of jobs and population. Planners at HSL use information and plans of the travel network.

Some companies (Ruter, Kolumbus, and HSL) are starting trials to use the data from their mobile apps to track their passengers’ travel patterns. For example:

- Passengers of Kolumbus can remain anonymous and share their position with the company’s mobile app. This solution enables both a better trip planning service and context information. Currently, about 50 per cent of app users do it. Passengers can also select and share their locations with Kolumbus to improve service. Due to GDPR, the company cannot see the exact location but can see the area. Less than 15 per cent of app users agree to share their position with Kolumbus.

- HSL is developing a tracking system in its mobile app to track their customers if they give their permission. The systems will allow following the customer and recognise the transport mode on each part of the journey. At the moment of the study, this system is in testing mode.

Some companies (Ruter, Kolumbus, and HSL) mentioned that they tried using mobile network operator data for planning. Ruter has been running projects related to mobile network operator data for years. Kolumbus collaborated with Telenor and Telia, mobile operators in Norway, to see if their data can provide helpful travel patterns. HSL has a new pilot project with Telia focused on using the data of this mobile operator for analyses on (i) the total amount of trips from different areas; (ii) the trip distribution between different areas; (iii) the difference between an average working day (Monday to Thursday), Friday, Saturday, and Sunday; and (iv) the trip variation around an average working day.
VBB was interested in using mobile network operator data for planning, but mobile operators are not offering it.

“In our route planning project, this [Telia mobile operator] data was used already last year as background information. It was used not as a direct way to make decisions but, for example when there was a single comment from a customer that there was a need for a certain connection between two areas. Telia origin-destination data can be used to check if there are more people than just this one or just a handful. And there was an actual need in connection, and the planning was changed accordingly based on that data. It was a single case but a good example of possibilities of these data sources” (HSL).

Due to GDPR, mobile network operators provide information about the flow of passengers in clusters, for example, with no less than 25 people in the cluster for the urban area and even larger sample sizes for rural areas. As Kolumbus representatives commented, this gives some trends, but the technology is not yet good enough to provide useful travel patterns.

HSL is actively looking for new ways to involve customers in the planning process. One example is workshops with a group of passengers, and another planned activity is creating a research panel. It will be a digital crowdsourcing application for surveys and discussions.

4.2 Data on travel chain (tracking the passenger trip between points A, B, and C)

We tried to understand if the data sources used by our interviewed PTAs/PTOs were sufficient in getting information on a whole travel chain. In other words, if PTAs/PTOs can track the passenger trip between points A, B, and C, and what is the value of such data. In this sub-section, we present a summary of this discussion.

A few companies confirmed that they know the passenger travel patterns when moving from A to B, and C. VBB gets this information through surveys.

“We are asking: where do you come from? And where do you go? How do you get to the first stop: on foot, by car, by bike? Here we are asking about the whole travel chain. But as manual data, that is a lot of work. This survey is done every 2 or 3 years” (VBB).

Movia happens to be the only public transport company out of those in this study that can track the passenger travel chain with the help of its ticketing system. Previously, the planning depended on data from automatic counting systems in some of Movia’s buses or on manual counting systems. Now, the passengers are required to check-in and check-out within the public transport system. This way, Movia gets the data on how passengers change from one bus to another, from bus to train, and vice versa. Also, there is an internally developed system, which can be used for the analysis of all data from travel cards in combination with passenger account data. Such a combination allowed for:

- The possibility of investigating more complex network effects of making changes at a specific line in a particular area.
- The possibility to better understand how people change between busses, trains, metro, or between different lines at some of the more significant hubs. With the help of the system, Movia has got excellent knowledge about how people move around at the Central station in Copenhagen.
- Also, this data has much potential when used to model different travel scenarios. In the future, Movia plans to investigate on a pretty detailed level how such changes will influence the travel pattern in the transport system.

Analysis of data on how passengers change from one route to another was considered the most valuable for the public transport company. This dataset allowed Movia to optimise lines marked by a high degree of interchanges by maximising the correlation between these lines. The major problem is that only 40-50 per cent of passengers are currently using the check-in/check-out system. To approximate behaviour for all passengers, the data is hence scaled up to the whole population.

Representatives of Kolumbus commented that the travel chain data “will be very valuable data for many reasons: (i) for the service, (ii) for new lines, (iii) for work capacity, and (iv) for travel capacity. For
example, if you see a travel pattern with changes of buses, maybe it would be an idea to have a direct line.”

Representatives of HSL noted that “Until now, we have not got any information on the whole trip. We also have not got information from the transfer. Because there are more and more transfers, it would be good information to gain; the knowledge about what happens during the transfers and how the transfer is actually working. <…> And the planning is done accordingly so that the timetables would coincide and the transfer would be as good as possible. But even if we plan it perfectly, it does not necessarily work in reality. For example, is there any sort of tail light effect when a passenger always sees taillights of the bus and always is 1 minute late.”

4.3 Benefits of crowdsourced data

Crowdsourced data (for example, location-based data and passenger feedback) may have several benefits for PTAs/PTOs. Benefits and opportunities of crowdsourced data en route in real-time were in the focus of engaged scholarship research. A discussion of such benefits and opportunities became a central part of interviews with PTAs/PTOs. A summary of these findings is presented below.

4.3.1 Enabling new forms of communication between public transport operators and authorities and their customers

Offering a more attractive service involves increased opportunities to communicate with passengers. As Movia and HSL noticed, the knowledge of passenger travel patterns in real-time would lead to an accurate and more targeted passenger information service in the case of breakdown of the public transport system, or delay of the buses, or construction works in real-time. For example, public transport companies could send push messages to their passengers’ seating in a specific bus, inform about a delay of the bus operating an interconnected route and suggest alternative ways to continue their trip. This will positively affect passengers’ attitudes towards the company if they are better informed about the travel situation and the reasons for delays.

“Today, when there is road construction or there is a breakdown in the system. We have a lot of difficulties in informing passengers about alternatives. <…> If we have this data, we could send push messages to people seating in that specific bus and suggest changes for them” (Movia).

“Our information department would like to give our passengers information according to their movements, on where they exactly are, at a particular time. For example, if something happens in the transport system, they could inform passengers, and maybe they could change the route or attitudes could be more positive if they could know what is going on and what the delays are” (HSL).

Another example (tested during the project) was communicating the experienced level of crowdedness in a public transport vehicle. While onboard equipment such as cameras, built-in vehicle weighing instruments, and ticketing machines can be used to assess the overall current passenger count of a vehicle, this measure does not necessarily convey how passengers experience the current level of crowding. To address this shortage, Värmlandstrafik installed QR codes throughout a subset of their vehicles that passengers could scan to land on a mobile web page where such more experiential cues could be entered. This way, more objective passenger count data could be augmented by subjective experiences.

Consequently, crowdsourcing has the potential to make the public transport service more interactive due to the possibilities of passengers reporting back to PTAs/PTOs about unexpected delays or issues. This information could result in better management and planning of such problems and enable a quicker response to the changing travel patterns. For example, travel surveys happen once in 3 to 5 years. But if a public transport company gets a daily or weekly update on passenger travel patterns through its mobile app, this would allow a much more flexible response based on their customers’ needs.

4.3.2 Enabling communication with third parties

One more benefit of crowdsourced data en route is the potential to enable communication with third parties. This benefit is possible to realise when the first and the last miles are known. For example,
crowdsourcing allows an opportunity to inform a medical institution that a passenger will be late due to an unexpected transport delay.

Crowdsourced information *en route* would be crucial for MaaS providers and would allow them to tailor different transportation modes for the needs of individual passengers. For example, if a passenger pattern shows a need for a car, a MaaS company could suggest a shared car suiting that travel pattern. Such usage of MaaS will result in the broader penetration of more sustainable transport modalities, such as shared cars, city bikes, e-scooters, etc.

“We will gain from knowing much more about the passengers. [We will be able] to tell them: ‘With your pattern sometimes you need a car. But you do not have to buy a car.’ [...] Then, if someone needs a car, we [being a MaaS company] will provide him with a shared car or a rental car for that moment” (Ruter).

“First and last mile data is of extreme interest for us. [...] we would like to look into using data from people’s smartphones and how we could share knowledge and data with some of the companies that are mobility providers, for example, scooters or electric cars, and build networks with them” (Movia).

“To have enough data and see where people are travelling would make the service more for the people’s needs, where we could provide different modes of transportation. [...] In the future, we would like to suggest different transport modes that are more suited for each individual” (Kolumbus).

“More efficient services can be created because the transport companies will have more detailed information to provide a service to match that” (Remix).

One more example that was discussed during the project was using crowdsourcing mechanisms in connection to school buses. In more rural areas, such public school buses are typically the only way for children to travel to school. However, many parents of students in the lower grades often call the bus driver to make sure that their children have indeed boarded the bus. Since this consumes both time and attention for the driver, we discussed how techniques rooted in crowdsourcing could be used instead. Here, children would, for example, scan a QR code during on- and offboarding that would trigger a notification for the parent regarding the child’s travel status.

### 4.3.3 Utilising crowdsourced data for planning and optimisation purposes

Crowdsourcing is a potential new way to collect data for public transport companies, providing data on the entire passenger travel chain. During interviews, we have discussed the potential value of having crowdsourced passenger location-based data for PTAs/PTOs. In this case, such information provides exact data about passenger travel patterns. Our interviewed PTAs/PTOs commented that this would lead to many economic gains because of transit optimisation and better planning. Representatives of Movia additionally commented that this data would help avoid spending money on unnecessary replacement buses during substantial construction works on the rail network.

“ [...] if we could only optimise the running of our buses by a very, very small number, way less than 1 per cent, we would have easily paid for this system many times.” [If in the future, passenger location-based data would be available, it would help to] “have more agile planning of buses by use of this data” (Movia).

Improved planning of public transport would lead to a more smoothly operating system. Consequently, this would result in more efficient services.

“If we can make a system that runs a little more smoothly and efficiently, with better changes between buses, trains, and so on. Then we would have to some extent more passengers, or passengers will travel a little more than that would be otherwise. That is one side of it. Another side, the way we optimise our system, and the way we use the money for running our system can be done in a more precise way” (Movia).

“If we get the same service with fewer vehicles, this is direct economic gains. Or the same money can be used for extra service for a congested line” (HSL).

“We have to see that we are using the available infrastructure and budget in the best possible way. [This is efficiency] but not in terms of minimising costs. It is about using the available budget and getting most of the service for it” (VBB).

The majority of interviewees (Ruter, Kolumbus, Movia, HSL, Remix) stated that knowledge about exact passenger patterns would allow offering a more attractive service for passengers. As one side of
improved service, it could be better management and planning of unexpected delays. Another side would be a quicker response to the changing travel patterns (Remix).

“We are trying to get as much information as we can about our current passengers and possible future passengers so that we could provide the best service” (Kolumbus).

“Second biggest concern and complaint in public transport is the unexpected delay. And this kind of data can help us both to estimate the effect of delays and to plan delays. Can we do some work around this in a way that it would affect fewer people?” (Movia).

“This more detailed information gives us more possibilities to plan a better service” (HSL).

“It allows them [PTAs] to respond more quickly. <…> But if it is an app where they can see a weekly summary and where they [PTAs] have an update on travel patterns, this just allows them to be much more flexible in responding to the needs of the community” (Remix).

4.4 Identified challenges

During the engaged scholarship research, we have identified several challenges related to introducing and implementing crowdsourcing en route in real-time. A summary of these findings is presented below.

4.4.1 User challenges

The first type of challenge concerns users and their adoption of the service. While achieving public transport user adoption is essential for all types of applications described in Section 4.3, it is paramount to gain the primary identified benefit, i.e., utilising crowdsourced data for planning and optimisation purposes. A core task to enable the benefits of en route crowdsourcing described above is to pervasively connect the users to a technical infrastructure where crowdsourcing interactions and data collection can occur. At the very heart of such a connection lies that the user needs to disclose their positions. While such disclosure may seem trivial, it fundamentally changes the relationship between passengers and public transport. Public transportation has a long history of offering private ways of travelling where the passenger may, for example, pay in cash to travel anonymously throughout the transit system. This anonymity contrasts with other, more contemporary transport modalities where disclosing the user’s current position is designed deep into the service. Thus, such disclosure is a non-negotiable requirement to use, for example, hail-riding or e-scooters.

For instance, Kolumbus noticed that their position-sharing app functionality were used by just some 15% of its users. In addition, these numbers were for beta version app usage, targeting early adopters (that assumingly are more willing to share their position). As such, this points to the necessity of creating user incentives to share their positions.

4.4.2 IT System Challenges

All applications described in Section 4.3 will require that IT systems are re-architected to some degree. For instance, enabling more personalised traffic information to passengers is beyond the capabilities of many current systems that offer more general traffic information.

However, our study points towards that the immediate primary benefit for agencies to engage in crowdsourcing is to pervasively collect data about the movement in the public transport system. Such data collection requires that the application know the context in which the user is currently located. This context can be a particular vehicle operating a particular route at a specific time or a certain bus stop. During our work, we saw the thus need to establish a “digital link” between the rider’s phone and the infrastructural component that the user is currently utilising (for example, a vehicle or a bus stop). This link is typically designed deep into these services in newer modes of transport, such as hail-riding, car-sharing, and e-scooters. For instance, when a passenger boards an e-scooter, the user must be identified and acknowledge what vehicle s/he is using.

However, during our meetings and workshops, PTAs were often hesitant or outright negative towards installing specific on-board equipment to enable pervasive crowdsourcing. This was primarily due to the associated costs to both install and maintain on large fleets of vehicles.
4.4.3 Financial Rationales

Finally, public transport agencies operate under strained financial circumstances, which have been severely augmented due to the ongoing pandemic. Consequently, there are several possible competing investments into which the scarce resources may be invested at any given time. Since the applications of crowdsourcing in this research do not generate direct revenues, our data suggests that the benefits crowdsourcing do entail, very well can be converted into financial gains. A prime example of this was brought forwards by Movia as they were able to reschedule their operations using travel exchange data only by a small fraction, this would justify the investments, as explained by a representative at Movia:

“[I]f we could only optimise the running of our buses by a very very small number, a way less than 1 per cent, we would have easily paid for this system for a number of times” (Movia).

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Data used for transit planning vs crowdsourced data

The findings from our research show that the interviewed PTAs/PTOs in transit planning mainly rely on data collected from surveys, automatic data collection systems, and historical data. Automated data collection systems, such as AFC and ACS, used together with passenger account data, give a picture of larger clusters and help to create efficient time schedules, which is in line with findings of the previous research (Agard et al., 2006; Bagchi and White, 2005; Chu et al., 2009; Park and Kim, 2008; Trépanier and Morency, 2010). However, this data does not disclose individual passenger travelling (Bagchi and White, 2005) and, in all cases except Movia, does not provide information on the full passenger travelling chain. On the contrary, passenger surveys offer much more detailed information on the full passenger travelling chain. However, these surveys are carried out manually once in 3-5 years and require substantial resources, both in conducting the survey and in the further processing and analysis of data, which is in line with findings of the previous research (Ceder, 2007; Furth and McCollm, 1987).

To summarise, certain limitations of these data sources are:

- Data from both surveys and automatic data collection systems are limited to people using public transport (Bagchi and White, 2004, 2005). However, it is also interesting for public transport companies to know “the travelling information for those who are not using public transportation” (Kolumbus).

- Automatic data collection systems do not provide data on passengers’ preferences and attitudes towards public transport services (Bagchi and White, 2004, 2005). Representatives of VBB mentioned that by using all data collection methods, except the questionnaires, “we only know if a certain vehicle is full or not. And what we do not know is if this is their [passengers’] preferred way or do they take it because the planning is bad. You can find out this only if you know the actual starting destination of the journey. That is why we need to know more about passengers: from where and to where are they actually travelling? Why are they taking a certain route?”

- PTAs/PTOs offer a wide range of available ticketing services and tickets, including paper tickets, mobile tickets, and travel smart cards. However, the share of passengers using smart travel cards is declining, affecting the quality of this data. Previous research corroborates this finding, stating that a sufficient penetration of this type of ticketing is necessary (Utsunomiya et al., 2006).

Our findings also show that PTAs/PTOs are actively using and integrating new sources of information in transit planning to optimise it and provide a better service. Many PTAs/PTOs use open statistical data, giving background information about the population. Mobile network operator data and data from mobile apps of public transport companies are of interest. However, using these data may inflict on personal data privacy and security (Wang et al., 2018). In addition, PTAs/PTOs need to find out how this data could be used and how it could be combined with the existing data.
Due to the check-in/check-out ticketing system, Movia knows the exact travel patterns or the exact travel chain of its passengers. The highest value of this data is in providing knowledge about what happens during the transfers and how transfers are currently working. This information can significantly improve and optimise transit planning. And this is the identified area where crowdsourcing en route in real-time could benefit public transport companies the most.

### 5.2 A conceptualisation of crowdsourcing en route in real-time

To conceptualise crowdsourcing en route in real-time in the public transportation area, we use the framework proposed by Modaresnezhad et al. (2020) (see Table 5). Description of all elements is provided below.

Table 5. Conceptual model of crowdsourcing en route in real-time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Who?</th>
<th>Initiative and control</th>
<th>PTA / PTO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benefit</td>
<td><strong>Combination</strong>: Initiator, individual, community, third party provider</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perform</td>
<td><strong>Crowd-source</strong>: by a specific group (public transport users)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why?</td>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>External and Intrinsic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What?</td>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Function: Creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Complexity: Low and Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Participation mode: Integrative or Selective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How?</td>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>Self-designed or Third-party platform</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Who initiates the process?* In this case, the actor that starts the process is a PTA/PTO.

*Who benefits from the process?* In the case of crowdsourcing en route in real-time, it is possible to specify a combination of four groups that can benefit from this. The core parties are an initiator (a PTA/PTO) and an individual (a public transport user or a passenger).

a. Benefits for a PTA/PTO. By gaining crowdsourced information on the location of their passengers in real-time, public transport companies gain knowledge on the whole travel chain of their passengers. This information could help optimise transit planning and offer a more efficient, attractive, and smooth service, which can flexibly adapt to changing passenger patterns. In addition, PTAs/PTOs can enable new forms of communication with their passengers by informing them about sudden delays and traffic changes in real-time. Finally, crowdsourced information shared with third parties could help to bridge different MaaS services with public transportation. Benefits for a PTA/PTO are summarised in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Benefits of crowdsourcing en route in real-time for a PTA/PTO.](image-url)
b. Benefits for an individual (a public transport user). There are several benefits that public transport users can gain by crowdsourcing their data to PTOs/PTAs. The benefits for passengers are a better and more efficient service, which can be personalised and targeted depending on the passenger’s need and location. Crowdsourcing can make this service more interactive by allowing passengers to report back to PTAs/PTOs about unexpected delays, trip experience, or noticed issues. Finally, the opportunity of connection to MaaS would result in a smooth passenger experience of a whole journey, including the first and last mile. Benefits for a passenger are summarised in Figure 3.

![Diagram: Benefits of crowdsourcing en route in real-time for a passenger.]

Figure 3. Benefits of crowdsourcing en route in real-time for a passenger.

c. Benefits for a community. Exact information on travel patterns might also benefit communities. PTAs/PTOs can adjust and offer a better and more flexible public transport service through the ability to react to changing travel demands quickly. For example, suppose a PTA/PTO company based on passenger travel pattern notices a need to introduce a new line. In that case, this will be beneficial not only for single passengers but for the entire community.

d. Benefits for third parties. Crowdsourcing en route makes it possible to share the information on the first and last mile with MaaS providers and make an interchange between different transport modalities smoother. Sharing this information in different contexts may also benefit other involved parties depending on the context; for example, parents get informed about their children trip to school, or a doctor gets notified about a patient being late.

*Who performs the task?* Public transport users will typically initiate crowdsourcing en route. They are expected to share their location-based information, inform public transport companies about their trip experience (for example, crowdedness in a vehicle), etc.

*Why does the crowd participate in the process?* In crowdsourcing en route real-time, the expected categories of motivation for the crowd would be external motivation and intrinsic motivation.

External motivation to share location-based information is related to a better targeted and personalised public transport service and a smooth experience of public transport and MaaS services. In addition, PTAs/PTOs might consider using specific service discounts to people who crowdsource. This way, by crowdsourcing and sharing their data, passengers gain particular value back (see Figure 4). In contrast, intrinsic motivation might be connected to the enjoyment of contributing to a co-creation of a better service.
However, it is essential to highlight that crowdsourcing *en route* in real-time is a way to maintain relationships between a PTO/PTA and a public transport user during a trip and is an instrument to create added value of the public transport service. This type of crowdsourcing is only sustainable over time if both sides, PTOs/PTAs and public transport users, gain value from it. There should be interest and motivation coming from both sides, meaning that an (inter)dependence exists between them (see Figure 5). Crowdsourcing *en route* will not happen if a PTO/PTA is willing to accept this data and use it for service improvement, but passengers do not share their data. Likewise, crowdsourcing *en route* will not happen if passengers report about their trip experience and share their data, but a PTO/PTA does not react.

**What is the task?** In the case of crowdsourcing *en route* in real-time, the task would be related to crowd creation. Applying Nash (2018) taxonomy to our findings, the most relevant activities would be associated with the first and the second activities: (1) reporting and providing feedback and suggestions; and (2) providing real-time location-based information for collecting and analyses.

The fifth activity specified by Nash (2018) – intending activities – would be relevant in the context of crowdsourcing *en route* in real-time. It could be related to using passenger feedback as a base for
providing services on passengers’ demand and according to their needs. PTAs/PTOs are interested in these activities, but this is a task with higher complexity for passengers.

In addition, we extend Nash (2018) taxonomy by adding a situation of communication between a passenger, a driver, and a third party actor.

The complexity of task 1 and 2 is low. Passengers need to share their location data automatically and provide their feedback, which is a structured task. The task 5 is relevant but has a higher complexity.

The crowdsourcing initiators may select whether they focus on integrative or selective participation.

How does the crowd perform the task? To fully benefit from crowdsourcing en route in real-time, PTAs/PTOs might need to design a specific platform or use a platform created by third-party providers. A core task of such a platform is to establish a link between the passenger and the vehicle that the user is currently riding. This is important since many tasks to be executed by the passenger require knowledge on what vehicle that the passenger has boarded. As mentioned above, these links can be established by onboard equipment such as NFC scanners or QR codes. However, more recent AI developments also allows for platforms that matches a phone’s GPS signature towards real-time vehicle movements (or even timetable and road data) to automatically identify the current vehicle that passenger has boarded.

5.3 Proposed ways to address identified challenges

Our research helped to identify a few difficulties: disclosing anonymity, connecting passengers’ and public transport’s physical infrastructure, and financial rationales/motivation (see Section 4.4). Below we discuss alternative solutions to them.

The first identified challenge is related to disclosing user anonymity. Public transportation historically is an anonymous way to travel. Disclosing information en route, passively or actively, encompasses user adoption and behaviour change meaning that passengers may need to give up some anonymity to provide data. We have identified three primary ways of addressing user position disclosure during the project:

- The first strategy was to provide sufficient incentives for the user to disclose their current position voluntarily. Here, services that were “too good to miss out of” were discussed in detail, and examples were, for instance, APC data complemented by subjective crowdsourced perceptions of crowdedness, as well as communications with third parties.

- A second identified consent-based user strategy entailed asking the user for location-sharing when an app is first launched. This approach’s benefit is that it does not require profound service redesigns as in the previous example, but on the other hand, it hinges on users’ goodwill.

- A third identified strategy for pure data collection purposes is to scan buses for devices using Bluetooth and Wi-Fi protocols. While our investigations showed that this consent-absent approach is possible both technically and probably legally (considering legal privacy frameworks such as GDPR (Thomas, 2018)), it entails several drawbacks. First, it requires installing scanning equipment on all infrastructural components and thus substantial financial investments. Second, the use of non-consensual data risks creating a negative public momentum around such data collection.

However, this study offers little empirical evidence on this subject, and we thus argue that further research on a public transport user incentives are necessary to address this challenge.

Another challenge is related to the fact that crowdsourcing applications require a “digital link” between the rider’s phone and the infrastructural component that the user is currently utilising (i.e., a vehicle). This link is fundamental to know where the passenger is located and to be able to yield value from crowdsourced data. We found the following potential ways of establishing such a digital link in public transport:
• The first principal way is that the user establishes such a link. This link can be created by the user manually entering what line and departure s/he is currently on or bus stop that the passenger is at presently. Another user-initiated link is to scan onboard equipment or QR codes located within the public transport network to determine the exact location. If the purpose is data collection exclusively, the chances are slim that sufficient user penetration will be achieved. This link needs to be established in an automated fashion in these cases.

• The second way of establishing such a link is thus without user involvement, and where the app instead calculates what public transport network component the public transport user is using. If GPS is installed on the vehicle and its movements are recorded by the public transport agency, it is feasible to match the phone’s GPS signature with the most similar vehicle’s GPS signature. Moreover, when such a real-time GPS signature does not exist, we experimented with machine learning to determine the vehicle’s most probable location by drawing timetables, historical data, and road geometries.

Finally, the question of financial rationales must be solved. In our ongoing interactions with PTAs/PTOs, we found that financial motivations centred around increased user satisfaction, as this is an aspect on which these organisations are evaluated. Our work identified two different factors of increasing user satisfaction through crowdsourcing en route.

• First, designing a more demand-responsive public transport offering was brought up by all PTAs. The lack of data points disables sufficient analyses on how passengers are using the public transport system. For instance, one of the PTAs had a current overall customer satisfaction of 48% yet a target of 85%. Thus, the financial rationale for this PTA to engage in crowdsourcing was to design planned traffic that was better aligned with customer demand. Also, the possibility of responding to real-time disturbances in a better way, such as knowing how many passengers are stuck at a particular stop or station during, for example, railway breakdowns, would accommodate a more suitable response action increased user satisfaction.

• Second, increasing user satisfaction through the services that are enabled through crowdsourcing was also brought up. This strategy included communication with third parties (other mobility providers, parents, school bus passengers) and tailored traffic information.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we focused on crowdsourcing en route in real-time and its application in public transportation. Our aims were (i) to conceptualise this phenomenon and (ii) to understand the opportunities and challenges that this type of crowdsourcing entails for public transport companies. We base our findings on results of engaged scholarship research (with a focus on Sweden) and semi-structured interviews with public transport companies located in Norway, Denmark, Finland, and Germany.

6.1 Opportunities and challenges of crowdsourcing en route in real-time

Today, public transport companies use several different data sources for transit planning. These data sources encompass passenger surveys, automatic data collection systems, and open statistical data. To enrich these data, public transport companies additionally use open statistical data, mobile network operation data, and data from mobile apps. Triangulation of these data sources helps to optimise transit planning. However, these data sources have certain limitations; for example, public transport companies know if a specific vehicle is complete or not; however, there is no clear answer on how passengers’ full travel from A to B and C and transfers between lines looks like. And this information is the most interesting for public transport companies.

Our research points to several areas where crowdsourcing can add value to public transport.

First of all, crowdsourcing enables new forms of communication between public transport operators and authorities and their customers. Its value is related to:
• Targeted and more accurate traffic information, for instance, about traffic changes and delays in real-time and offering alternative routes.

• Enabled opportunity for passengers to report back to PTAs/PTOs, for instance, about the experienced level of crowdedness.

• Benefit from more interactive services, for instance, reporting *en route* violence and other disturbances with a PTO/PTA operator.

Secondly, crowdsourcing *en route* enables public transport actors to communicate with third parties, such as medical institutions or last-mile transportation (for example, MaaS providers).

Finally, it is possible to utilise crowdsourced data for transit planning and optimisation purposes. More specifically, crowdsourced data could fill the gap and provide information on the entire passenger’s travel chain. In particular, data about an interchange describing what happens during the transfers and how the transfers are working will be the most valuable. Such interchange data is mostly missing today. However, it has a high potential to model or simulate different travel scenarios and provide a very detailed analysis of how changes in the transport system would influence passengers’ travel patterns. All this would lead to better timetables and better inter-connections between lines, and, as a result, a better passenger experience.

Our research helped to identify a few challenges. First of all, the biggest challenge is related to disclosing anonymity. Public transportation historically is an anonymous way to travel. Disclosing information *en route*, passively or actively, encompasses user adoption and behaviour change meaning that passengers may need to give up some anonymity to provide data. We have identified three primary ways of addressing user position disclosure during the project:

• *Providing sufficient incentives* for the user to disclose their current position voluntarily;

• *Implementing a consent-based user strategy* entailed asking the user for location-sharing when an app is first launched; and

• *Scanning buses for devices using Bluetooth and Wi-Fi protocols*.

The second challenge is to establish a “digital link” between the rider’s phone and the infrastructural component that the user is currently utilising (i.e., a vehicle). In public transport, we found the following potential ways of establishing such a digital link: (i) the user establishes such a link, or (ii) such a link is established without user involvement.

Finally, the question of financial rationales could be solved by increased user satisfaction. With the help of crowdsourcing *en route*, this can be reached by: (i) designing a more demand-responsive public transport offering, and (ii) enabling communication with third parties (other mobility providers, parents, to school bus passengers) and tailored traffic information.

6.2 Theoretical contribution: Conceptualisation of crowdsourcing *en route* in real-time

To data, crowdsourcing *en route* in real-time is a novel phenomenon in academic research, and with this article, we seek to open a discussion in this area. As such, we both extend previous important work and provide a novel theorisation of crowdsourcing *en route* in real-time in public transportation.

We contribute by conceptualising crowdsourcing *en route* in real-time for public transport. For that purpose, we use a framework proposed by Modaresnezhad et al. (2020) and describe Who – Why – What – How activities. More specifically, the initiator of crowdsourcing *en route* in real-time is a PTA/PTO. We identify four groups that would benefit from crowdsourcing *en route* in real-time and specifically focus on values and benefits for a PTA/PTO and a public transport user. We highlight that crowdsourcing *en route* in real-time may only happen if both sides (PTOs/PTAs and public transport users) are motivated to do it and if both sides gain value from it.
In addition, our findings extend the taxonomy of crowdsourced activities applied for public transport companies (Nash, 2018) by identifying the additional activity of communication between a driver and a third party.

This paper is the first to start the discussion in crowdsourcing *en route* in real-time in public transport. Further research is needed to understand this phenomenon. One especially interesting avenue for such future research concerns investigating how to design services that simultaneously creates benefits for both PTAs/PTOs and public transport users. For instance, while pervasive travel patterns are the most beneficial crowdsourcing outcome for PTAs/PTOs, many of the services beneficial for public transport users do not necessarily produce such detailed data. We also argue that further research on public transport user incentives is necessary to address user adoption of crowdsourcing *en route* in real-time public transport.

6.3 Practical implications and limitations

Our research provides essential guidelines for practitioners. We offer a comprehensive overview and analysis of technical and business opportunities related to crowdsourcing *en route* in real-time public transport. We also discuss challenges associated with crowdsourcing *en route* in public transport and suggest possible ways to solve difficulties identified. In this paper, we argue that sufficient passenger adoption of crowdsourcing *en route* would entail adequate financial rationales.

The major limitation of this research is that it has involved just a limited number of PTOs/PTAs. Widening the scope of research could provide more reliable results. This could be the area for future research.
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Appendix A. Sample interview protocol

1. About transit planning
- How is public transport transit optimisation and planning organised at your company?
- How do you collect needed information about travel patterns of passengers?
- Which are the df sources of information? (data from mobile tickets, travel cards, mobile operator data, etc.) And is it enough to get a full picture?
- Can you track full trip of a passenger from A to B and to C? and if Yes:
  o How is this reflected in public transport route planning?
  o How are privacy concerns dealt with?
  o How has the general public received this?
- Do you think that use of such sources of information as crowdsourcing (real-time passenger comments, questions) in your own app, social and other media would be useful?
  o And in which way could this be used?
  o Does anyone use this information for public transport planning today?

2. Direct (economic/monetary) gains and benefits
Imagining the situation that data on travel patterns of passengers is available and based on it you have identified an opportunity for a new route/service.
- How do you make these estimations? Is there a specific method that you use?
- Which direct economic/monetary gains/benefits this would mean? (for example, number of new jobs, time saved per route, Return On Investment, etc.)
- How is this figure related to the proportion of travelers?
  o For instance, if only 10 % of the movement were captured, would this still be of value for you?
  o Are there any “threshold values”?
- Which costs would this imply? (for example, infrastructure development, etc.)

3. Indirect benefits
Imagining the situation that data on travel patterns of passengers is available and based on it you have identified an opportunity for a new route/service.
- Which indirect benefits would this mean? (for example, reduced demand for taxi, improved customer experience, car drivers switching to public transport, etc.)